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1.  Introduction 
Seemingly against all survival instincts, all intelligent beings must sleep, even if they are under duress 
– even if it endangers their very lives because they are in a hostile environment.  Sleep that includes 
dreaming is strongly related to efficient mental processes, and even small periods of sleep deprivation 
can lead to greatly impaired mental processes [1].  While there is a rest component of sleep for both 
the body and the mind, dreaming, and especially the dreaming that occurs during Rapid Eye 
Movement (REM) sleep, is a very active mental state, likely used to facilitate problem solving and 
creativity [2] .  Even the bedridden must sleep – and dream.  Most researchers now believe we dream 
during both REM and non-REM sleep [3].  Dreaming seems fundamental to mental stability and is 
possibly required for intelligence to exist.  If we do not sleep – and dream – we become mentally 
instable and then die.  

The thesis of this work is that the need to dream can be inferred from the brain’s most striking 
physical and behavioral characteristics.  These characteristics can be applied to computer organization 
and lend insight into how computation can reach results that cannot be reached in conventional 
computer organization. Recently, there has been a resurgence of interest in understanding how the 
organization of the brain results in intelligence with an ultimate goal of applying this knowledge to 
man-made designs. But past attempts at achieving computational (artificial) intelligence have been 
considered without regard to how physical structure affects intelligence.  Artificial intelligence has 
been considered an algorithmic problem, not one that is informed by the physical organization – and 
limitations – of the brain.  What little prior work exists on computational dreaming outlines 
algorithmic approaches [4], [5].  But the non-ideal properties of the brain that arise because of physical 
limitations, such as the need to dream, may actually be the source of understanding intelligence.         

When we dream, we shut off as many inputs as possible and, literally, stimulate our own minds, 
internally and with non-logical imagery.  The stories told in the dreams seem to always be drawn from 
our experiences, but often not from the previous day or even days.  Some dreams are re-played over 
years. The memories that are pulled together in dreaming seem to be pulled from different 
experiences, even different points of view, and are likely stored in different areas of the brain.  

Consider the following observations about the structure of the human brain that can be related to 
physical characteristics – time and space: 

Time 
1. Internal Stimulation – thinking is achieved in the absence of external stimulation. 
2. Time Magnitude – outputs are produced over several orders of magnitude of time 

differences.  

Space 
3. Functional/Input (F/I) Density – per input, significant functional results can be computed.  
4. Multiple Models – the same inputs likely diverge to multiple models which must be 

resolved. 
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This list (which will be developed in more detail in the next section) provides a physical foundation 
for why we dream as well as set of physical organizational principles that can be applied to computer 
organization.  Currently, the computing industry is at a crossroads because conventional forms of 
parallelism are reaching the end of an era of continued performance improvements [6].  According to 
the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) [7], by 2015, the architectural design for future mobile 
devices will allow up to dozens of main processors and hundreds of data processing engines to be 
placed onto a mobile device the size of an iPhone [8].  These processors will likely be heterogeneous 
[9], [10].  There is a lack of  new organizational principles that can harness the capabilities of the 
amount of computational power that can be placed onto single chips and carried in our pockets. The 
brain is an extremely parallel architecture, and so it seems reasonable to presume that there is a 
relationship between the structure of the brain and intelligence.  Non-intuitively, the brain may achieve 
intelligence because of its finite properties.   

 

2.  Foundations 
This research theorizes that dreaming arises 
because the brain is organized into multiple 
models that would diverge if we did not shut off 
inputs within (normally) a 24 hour period and 
resolve competing views of the world that are 
inside our heads – multiple models of the world 
that execute in parallel out of physical necessity.  
Further, humans – all mammals – must live in a 
world in “real time” responding to external 
stimulation with less depth than can be achieved 
over time.  For example we possess a stream of 
consciousness, in which thoughts, often not 
pertinent to the moment in which we live, intervene in our awareness, seemingly competing for our 
attention even though they are responding to external stimulations from long ago. Consider Figure 1.  
It shows the brain as a “black box” while it is not only awake, but also alert – producing actions 
(outputs) from senses (inputs).  The figure shows that the actions result by selecting from different 
regions, labeled as model 1…n, corresponding to colored lateral processors 1…n.  These models are 
shown as producing outputs that go to “Circadian Storage.”  

Next consider Figure 2.  It once again shows 
the brain as a black box, but this time 
dreaming.  The senses (inputs) and actions 
(outputs) are still present, but in a greatly 
reduced state – thus they are shown as grayed 
out and even disconnected.  While dreaming 
the models that are present while awake now 
produce dream imagery which is fed back into 
the models themselves.  This permits the 
models to converge where they might 
otherwise diverge – and cause insanity. As the 
same time, the feedback mechanism of 
dreaming can allow for different views of the 
world – the different models – to create 
connections that would otherwise not be 
achievable in real-time.   

Figure 1 The Brain as a Black Box – Alert 

Figure 2 The Brain as a Black Box – Dreaming 
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Since the brain is very active during REM sleep, there must be some form of internal stimulation and 
also convergence from the process of dreaming. The theory that the state stored from multiple, 
disparate models as they process inputs in real-time during the day, is the basis for the generation of 
the kinds of “movies” we play for ourselves at night, during dreams.  The dream imagery is the 
resolution of incongruence, so that some models are strengthened and some are weakened, at least for 
the moment, until the next round of model competition. The competition that leads to model resolution 
is not likely to be purely logical or mathematical, and so this distinguishes brain inspired computer 
organization from that of all other conventional computers. 

The proposed investigation starts with an assumption that dreaming is a period of time during which 
our brains are internally stimulated so that multiple models of reality are resolved.  Multiple (and so 
potentially conflicting) models of reality arise because the brain is a three dimensional entity – it 
carries more internal density to process functionality than the information that can be shared at the 
surface of these regions. This density is what permits mammals to work in the realm of real-time 
interactions as well as on longer-term problems, on multiple levels of time granularity.   

2.1 Internal Stimulation 

A computer that starts to produce outputs in the absence of inputs is normally considered to be 
malfunctioning.  Computing is causal. It responds to inputs in order to produce outputs. All 
computing, including  combinational logic, finite state machines (FSMs), processors and multi-
processors is either driven by a clock or responding to external stimulation.  Processors process inputs 
while reacting to a clock while hardware reacts to changes on inputs (as with hardware gates).   All 
computing processes an input stream in order to produce an output stream (some or all of which may 
go to storage).  

Philosophical arguments aside, the way we perceive intelligence is that it is not causal. Intelligence 
cannot be distilled to cause and effect, unlike computation.  This is even more evident in dreaming, 
where the origins (causes) of the dreams we experience arise due to some form of internal stimulation.    

How might the internal stimulation arise? Causal machines follow logical patterns, from one state to 
the next. But, when internal stimulation occurs, there may be no logical basis for the origin of the 
stimulation.  This leaves a physical basis.  Several possibilities exist. It may be that there are 
competitive internal processes that cause some models to hold values until others receive less energy, 
and so they have the ability to “surface” in thoughts and dreams. For example, the frequency of output 
production, size of output production or tactics for suppression of competing parts could all play a role 
in how thoughts and dreams enter consciousness.  It may also be that the appearance of internally 
generated inputs may simply be the product of some processing being on different orders of magnitude 
of time granularity in the processing.  That is, internal stimulation may be the time distribution of 
internally computed values that are delayed in some meaningful way.  The basis for this argument is 
discussed next.    

2.2 Time Magnitude 

Computer systems that include a mixture of real-time and non-real time computing tend to separate the 
two kinds of applications – time is viewed differently when it is a constraint because it meters the 
depth of the response.  This can be viewed as a side-by-side separation.  But, the brain exhibits a far 
more layered kind of processing.   

We can only take in so much of the world around us, and we must simplify in order to respond to the 
world in real time. But significant processing is done in the form of thinking, day-dreaming, and 
dreaming while asleep.  This form of processing also responds to external inputs, but inputs at 
different orders of magnitude apart in arrival at the senses.  Some processing is done and held 
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internally for potentially long periods of time, even a lifetime, to be held internally and manipulated 
both voluntarily – and involuntarily.   

This storage for later retrieval is what allows humans to act, essentially, as real-time computers with 
the capacity for non-real time processing when seeking depth.  We can respond in real-time, but we 
also process inputs in order to respond “better” – more intelligently, by storing and retrieving inputs 
over time. This physical mechanism, the need to simplify in order to live in a real-time world, is also a 
by-product of the finite, physical nature of the brain in the form of time separation.  Spatial separation 
also has a role to play as a foundation of intelligence, discussed next. 

2.3 Functional/Input (F/I) Density 

The brain is a three-dimensional entity while the inputs to the brain must resolve to two dimensions.  
Even though we perceive a three dimensional world, we do so by resolving it to surfaces at the eyes, 
ears, nose, mouth and skin surfaces.  Functionally, this means that there is the potential for significant 
density per input inside the brain.  The impacts of this can be considered via an analogy which is 
consistent with observations made about two-dimensional digital circuits with one-dimensional chip 
boundaries, such as Rent’s Rule [11]. 

Consider a neuron the fundamental unit of computation in a brain. Suppose that the neuron has a fixed 
number of inputs.  (Without loss to generality, some functional unit of computation in the brain will 
have some limit on the number of inputs it can accept.) The neuron takes some inputs and processes 
one or more outputs – it does some function.  Next, consider two interconnected neurons. Two 
neurons have the potential for double the functionality of the single neuron.   But the "bundle" of two 
has at least one less input, because the two must be joined in some manner.   

If the functionality in a block rises by N2, but the number of inputs to the block only rises by N, then 
for each change in an input value, N functional results can be produced inside the block. Since each 
bundle of neurons is similarly bound by the laws of physics, it does not help to pass the N functional 
results for the single input to some other functional block – that block is also bound by the same 
limitations.  With N possible outcomes for the transition of a single input, it must be the case that 
some results are stored internally to the block, necessitating not only storage, but also differences in 
state between different regions of the brain.  Communications only makes this problem worse.  If a 
single input fans out to M such boxes of functionality N2, then MN2 different results will be produced 
unless there is some encapsulation.  This encapsulation is partitioning – specialization and also 
differentiation that arises because more computation can be done in a given area of the brain than can 
be communicated. If every neuron was connected to every other neuron, then each neuron would be 
overwhelmed.  Partitioning of functionality into multiple, differentiated models results from the 
dimensionality of the brain. 

2.4 Multiple Models 

The encapsulation of a bundle of neurons also implies specialization and so differentiation.  And yet, 
the specialization is likely not orthogonal, since we see the same thing in many different, overlapping, 
ways.  The more specialized bundles are, in the absence of complete specialization, the more of a 
burden there will be on the system in converging on an answer. In a real-time situation, some model 
must prevail quickly.  But, in reaching a more complete view of the world, some type of feedback 
mechanism – which is evident in thinking and dreaming – must be present because of isolated 
specialization.  Otherwise the brain would be a simple transformational system that would not exhibit 
any of the properties we associate with intelligence. Since there must be feedback, stability can be 
reached only by taking energy out of the system, or else the outputs will continue to change. The faster 
this happens, the quicker the system converges. But, the slower it happens, the more there is the 
possibility for contribution from specialized bundles and so a better answer might be reached.  Further, 
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multiple models may be correct. Of the five kinds of cells in the retina of frog’s eyes, each responds to 
different categories of inputs: sharp edges only, convex edges, color contrasts, darkening or dimming 
as of a shadow, and light intensity [12].    

But, when the same set of inputs produces different outputs, the result is a paradox – which, in logic, is 
modeled as truth tables which are simultaneously true.  The resolution of multiple models requires 
some form of competition which is not likely to be effective if it gets in the way of our ability to 
navigate in real time.  But, during periods of time when inputs are quiet, such as at night, divergent 
versions of our multiple models of the world can literally compete with each other.  This competition 
is likely resolved through non-logical, physical means.  Pure logic cannot resolve a paradox. 
Computers cannot compute a paradox – and yet intelligence can understand the existence of paradox.   
The key observation is that the physical basis for intelligent computing arises by investigating the 
physical basis of dreaming. 

 

3.  Goals and Next Steps 
By focusing on the physical foundations of dreaming, this research has overall goals of: (1) 
establishing new forms of intelligent computation and computer parallelism and ultimately (2) 
demonstrating why dreaming is critical to intelligence. Candidate applications include search 
techniques that incorporate personalized, evolutionary models of the outside world, navigation 
systems that infer preferred routes, file organization and virtually all manner of human computer 
interface. While the overall goals are more ambitious, the initial focus will be the demonstration of 
contextual partitioning for speech recognition on a novel architecture, the DALI (Dream Architecture 
for Lateral Intelligence).  The DALI will be modeled as a Multiple Instruction, Single Datastream 
(MISD) architecture in which multiple models process the same input stream in parallel, but one 
model is selected during a dream phase for real-time (awake) use.    

Reality contains multiple views of the same thing, between different individuals and within the same 
individual, with incongruence resolved over time. The goal of the DALI is to capture this parallel 
phenomenon of intelligence by resolving the paradox of multiple correct models during a dream 
phase.  The dream phase collects and condenses models of input streams of the previous day(s) into 
significant events used for playback.  Complete play back of inputs does not scale, even in the brain – 
dreaming, while taking up a significant portion of a day, is still not enough time to play back all things 
observed in a given day. During the dream phase, the architecture is internally stimulated – lateral 
processors which were observers while the architecture was awake will generate outputs – dreams. 
These dreams will then be used as inputs to all of the other processors, which are candidates for the 
optimal model of how best to engage with the outside world in real time (while awake).  The lateral, 
observer processors challenge for dominance. Thus, non-conscious observations are modeled by the 
lateral processors which only observe in real-time and must compete for impact on (conscious) 
decision-making. The competition for dominance amongst lateral processors must be at least partly 
physically-based – intelligence must not be based exclusively in logic in order for paradox to exist and 
paradox is critical for intelligence to exist.  Examples of physical means of model resolution include 
time, size, frequency, location and even pseudo-random techniques, which model things like increased 
energy in all or parts of the system.   

Candidate applications for computational dreaming must have multiple solutions that produce 
qualitative differences. One solution may be selected on a given day, but others may evolve and 
eventually become the better real-time (awake) solutions.  The specific class of problems that meet 
these criteria will be identified.  A good initial target is handheld computing devices that are becoming 
the intelligent interfaces of individuals to the digital world and beyond.  Applications which will be 
investigated include the recognition applications (speech, vision, etc…) as well as search algorithms.  
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The PI is currently investigating multiple contexts used to partition speech recognition (this work is 
not yet published) [13].  For example, a user might partition the way they use their device between 
their work (lawyer) and their hobby (Major League Baseball enthusiast). By further subdividing along 
the lines of names, terms and webpage commands, it is possible to make training more efficient, 
performance better and storage smaller.  If the coupling between speech and contexts could be stored 
from everyday use and relationships explored in a dream phase between, for example, spoken words 
and the webpages being navigated, the training of the device for speech recognition and the 
identification and optimization of the contexts could be accomplished during the dream phase while 
the device is not being used to interface to the outside world in real-time and without explicit training 
or learning. But this is just a small example of the potential of exploring the significance of a dream 
phase on intelligent computation.  Others will be explored. 

This work has the potential to revolutionize how we view computer parallelism and how we may 
achieve its potential.  It does so by embracing what were previously viewed as limitations in 
computing, but which are observable properties of the organization of the human (and mammalian) 
brain.  We have a single stream of consciousness, but many nearly independent parallel processes (our 
sub-conscious).  These disparate models must be resolved for effective real-time (awake) views of the 
world.  The stability of this system requires a dream phase. 

 

4.  The Author 
Professor JoAnn M. Paul has been working in the general area of computer parallelism, 
hardware/software codesign, and algorithms for mobile computing devices.  Her work tends to 
challenge conventional wisdom [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. One publication 
challenges the validity of Amdahl’s Law for heterogeneous multiprocessing, as well as other 
computing, because the assumptions are unrealistic [24]. 
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